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The unoccupied states of complex materials are difficult to measure, yet play a key role in deter-
mining their properties. We propose a technique that can measure the unoccupied states, called time-
resolved Compton scattering, which measures the time-dependent momentum distribution (TDMD).
Using a non-equilibrium Keldysh formalism, we study the TDMD for electrons coupled to a lattice
in a pump-probe setup. We find a direct relation between temporal oscillations in the TDMD and
the dispersion of the underlying unoccupied states, suggesting that both can be measured by time-
resolved Compton scattering. We demonstrate the experimental feasibility by applying the method
to a model of MgB2 with realistic material parameters.
PACS numbers: 78.47.je, 79.60.-i, 63.20.kd
I. INTRODUCTION
In understanding the emergent properties of complex
materials, it is insufficient to limit ones’ study solely to
the occupied electronic states. The unoccupied states
play an important role in determining, for example, the
nature of the gap in charge- and spin-density waves, the
absorption properties of semiconductors, or the magnetic
properties of Mott systems. For example, without knowl-
edge of the unoccupied states, it is difficult to measure
both the size as well as the ordering wave vector ~q of
a gap in the electronic spectrum. Unfortunately, the
most direct experimental measurements of momentum-
resolved states in quantum materials, angle-resolved pho-
toemission spectroscopy (ARPES), only determines the
occupied states. This leaves the alternative methods of
inverse photoemission spectroscopy, which lacks the sig-
nal strength to measure with sufficient resolution, or in-
directly inferring the unoccupied dispersion from two-
particle quantities such as optical spectroscopy. Pump-
probe spectroscopy, and in particular time-resolved (tr-)
ARPES, can measure part of the unoccupied states, but
is limited by the inherent competition between temporal
and energy resolution.
Here we consider a different quantity, where one sacri-
fices the energy information in favor of high time resolu-
tion, while maintaining high momentum resolution. We
propose to measure the (gauge-invariant) time-dependent
momentum distribution (TDMD) of quasiparticles, de-
fined by 〈c†k(t)ck(t)〉 ≡ nk(t), which is similar to the so-
called Wigner distribution.1 It contains a rich amount of
information about the behavior of pumped quasiparticles
while avoiding some of the resolution-related complica-
tions of other measurements.
The TDMD is commonly measured via time-of-flight
absorption images in cold atomic gases, where it was re-
cently used to map out the Fermi surface of a gas of
40K atoms.2 In the context of condensed matter sys-
tems, we propose two new types of measurements to ac-
cess the TDMD. First, we propose to extend the tech-
nique of Compton scattering for solids into the time
domain3. Compton scattering has a long history as a
probe of the electron momentum distribution for solids
in equilibrium4–6. With the advent of x-ray free-electron
laser sources, the photon energy of the ultrashort x-
ray probe pulses has been extended into the hard x-ray
regime, where the fractional Compton cross-section be-
comes appreciable. With the advent of a hard x-ray free
electron laser at the Linac Coherent Light Source, the
photon energy will extend the energy of the x-ray free
electron laser to beyond 20 keV. There is also signifi-
cant progress in crystal optics at these energies, such
that time-resolved high resolution Compton scattering
with momentum resolution of a few percent of the Bril-
louin zone will be feasible. Additionally, recent devel-
opments in photonics suggest the future availability of
ultrashort pulses ranging from x-rays to gamma rays7.
Time-resolved Compton scattering has the advantage of
using high-momentum photons, which can readily access
the Brillouin zone edges in all directions. Secondly, one
can access the TDMD with tr-ARPES by using similar
time delays and probe pulse widths and integrating the
tr-ARPES signal over energy (assuming the tr-ARPES
signal comes from a single band near the Fermi level).
We illustrate the use of the TDMD by demonstrat-
ing how it can be used to map out the unoccupied dis-
persion in a pump-probe setup on a model system with
electron-lattice interactions appropriate to a large class
of complex materials. The TDMD exhibits two ubiqui-
tous phenomena —both due to electron-phonon interac-
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FIG. 1. The Keldysh contour used for calculations. The sys-
tem starts in an initial state at tmin, and evolves to tmax. The
pump arrives some time after tmin. Panels (i) through (iv)
show the momentum distribution nk(t) focused on the Fermi
surface and nearby energies. Panel (i) is before the pump ar-
rives, panels (ii) through (iv) show the return to equilibrium
after the pump.
to the applied electric field F via  ⇧A(t)/⇧t = F and
we work in the Hamiltonian gauge. Within the Migdal
limit, the electron-phonon interaction can be calculated
through the renormalization of the electron Green’s func-
tion by a single phonon interaction. In this limit, the we
solve the Dyson equation
Gk(t, t
 ) = G0k(t, t
 ) +
⇢
dt1dt2G
0
k(t, t1) (t1, t2)Gk(t2, t
 )
with the self-energy  (t, t ) = ig2
 
kD
0(t, t )G0k(t, t
 ),
where G0k(t, t
 ) and D0(t, t ) are the time-dependent ver-
sions of the non-interacting electron and phonon Green’s
functions, respectively. [5] The Dyson equation can be
solved by recasting as a matrix equation[8] or by decom-
posing into Volterra-type equations through the Langreth
rules,[? ] which is the approach used here.
Results Figures 1(i) through 1(iv) show the mo-
mentum distribution of electrons around the Fermi
surface. We apply a pulse of the form A(t) =
(Fmax/⌅F ) exp( t2/(2⇥2)) sin(⌅F t), with a maximum
field strength of Fmax = 4th, a frequency ⌅F = 2th
and ⇥ ⇥ 22.6⇤e. The pump arrives between panels (i)
and (ii). The pump drives the electrons out of their
equilibrium distribution, and due to the electron-phonon
interactions, some spectral weight is left behind as the
electrons move further with the field. This weak redis-
tribution of electrons then scatter o⇥ of phonons, and
relax back to their equilibrium configuration (panels (ii)
through (iv)). To clarify the weak redistribution of spec-
tral weight, we show the di⇥erence in the momentum
density from equilibrium  nk(t) = nk(t) nk(tmin). Fig-
ure 2 shows  nk(t) in the full Brillouin zone
Ex fugiat hamburger, short loin deserunt tri-tip sirloin
ea pancetta pariatur tongue prosciutto capicola pig. Cow
sirloin ut, aliqua velit do meatball ut occaecat turducken.
Venison cow ut, exercitation consequat aute corned beef
shankle swine capicola ut esse elit biltong. Flank pas-
trami est, shankle pariatur pancetta elit dolore consequat
ribeye pork loin cillum swine ut ham hock. In meatloaf
velit, ut shank drumstick ad short loin sed pork chop jowl
prosciutto ea turkey aliquip.
Jerky pastrami commodo veniam, ribeye non fugiat
irure aliqua pig boudin pancetta. Velit adipisicing swine
pancetta, pariatur anim shank. Pork loin commodo pork
belly, t-bone tail kielbasa cillum venison dolor aute. Beef
ribs ut mollit, eiusmod tenderloin aliqua velit brisket
hamburger leberkase. Qui ut ut kielbasa nisi, cow spare
ribs sed duis dolor capicola brisket. Short ribs chuck la-
boris, do bacon cupidatat beef jerky venison. Proident
biltong in, in nulla irure mollit.
Sunt aute ex, tri-tip ea aliqua labore dolore pork belly
in tenderloin in voluptate culpa. Ut sunt incididunt
minim, sausage laboris esse qui fatback pork belly ad.
Boudin adipisicing ground round leberkase ut. Bresaola
ribeye spare ribs cow boudin excepteur, fatback andouille
nisi cupidatat exercitation swine brisket ham hock. An-
douille excepteur ham hock consectetur consequat kiel-
basa, ut non do sirloin prosciutto eu.
Ea kielbasa turkey sed, chuck et do proident ullamco
pastrami. Prosciutto bresaola esse mollit do, voluptate
sirloin ex capicola pork laboris veniam. Flank leberkase
in nostrud, tri-tip pig short ribs. Labore drumstick eu et
biltong tail, spare ribs kielbasa adipisicing duis in inci-
didunt shank.
Sint bresaola ham hock strip steak reprehenderit ball
tip enim cillum tongue. Pancetta turducken ham hock
frankfurter strip steak boudin, rump ball tip tenderloin
o⇤cia tongue fugiat mollit. Id spare ribs tail turducken
brisket, beef boudin biltong shoulder dolore pariatur de-
serunt t-bone exercitation ad. Sed ham hock minim esse,
strip steak shankle pig aliqua. Consectetur nostrud de-
serunt excepteur et swine. Esse non pancetta, consecte-
tur fatback ham do. Occaecat culpa eiusmod, strip steak
pork belly ground round qui meatball id sirloin andouille
jowl.
Meatball aute salami short ribs, enim ea pig aliquip
shankle sint rump meatloaf eiusmod. Fugiat bresaola ut
pig, eiusmod minim laboris. Fatback sunt shoulder tem-
por et laboris. O⇤cia incididunt sunt, pork chop laborum
cow brisket short loin quis capicola consequat shoulder
nisi. Turkey eiusmod pork quis sint. Pork chop ex irure
ut, non dolore boudin pancetta ribeye quis chuck.
Cillum pariatur corned beef sirloin. Dolor do venison
occaecat duis pariatur ullamco, beef beef ribs. Chuck
ullamco ut labore dolore reprehenderit. Leberkase beef
jerky shank dolore tempor.
Pork chop deserunt rump, shankle biltong occaecat est
cow do. Duis pig tongue ex chuck. Filet mignon tur-
ducken exercitation, proident deserunt pork loin et aute
corned beef irure. Turkey deserunt venison shank, tri-tip
veniam eu eiusmod ex culpa exercitation beef voluptate
frankfurter reprehenderit. Sed pork short ribs in boudin
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FIG. 1. The Keldysh contour used for calculations. The sys-
tem starts in an initial state at tmin, and evolves to max. The
pump arrives some time after tmin. Panels (i) thro gh (iv)
show the momentum distribution nk(t) focused on t e Fermi
surface and nearby energies. Panel (i) is before the pump ar-
rives, panels (ii) through (iv) show the return to equilibrium
after the pump.
to the applied electric field F via  ⇧A(t)/⇧t = F and
we work in the Hamiltonian gauge. Within the Migdal
limit, the electron-phonon interaction can be calcula ed
through the renormalization of the electron Green’s func-
tion by a single phonon interaction. In this limit, the we
solve the Dyson equation
Gk(t, t
 ) = G0k(t, t
 ) +
⇢
dt1dt2G
0
k(t, t1) (t1, t2) (t2, t
 )
with the self-energy  (t, t ) = ig2
 
kD
0(t, t )G0k(t, t
 ),
where G0k(t, t
 ) and D0(t, t ) are the time-dependent ver-
sions of the non-interacting electron and phonon Green’s
functions, respectively. [5] The Dyson equation can be
solved by recasting as a matrix equation[8] or by decom-
posing into Volterra-type equations through the Langreth
rules,[? ] which is the approach used here.
Results Figures 1(i) through 1(iv) show the mo-
mentum distribution of electrons around the Fer i
surface. We apply a pulse of the form A(t) =
(Fmax/⌅F ) exp( t2/(2⇥2)) sin(⌅F t), with a maximum
field strength of Fmax = 4th, a frequency ⌅F = 2th
and ⇥ ⇥ 22.6⇤e. The pump arrives between panels (i)
and (ii). The pump drives the electrons out of their
equilibrium distribution, and due to the electron-phonon
interactions, some spectral weight is left behind as the
electrons move further with the field. This weak redis-
tribution of electrons then scatter o⇥ of phonons, and
relax back to their equilibrium configuration (panels (ii)
through (iv)). To clarify the weak redistribution of spec-
tral weight, we show the di⇥erence in the momentum
density from equilibrium  nk(t) = nk(t) nk(tmin). Fig-
ure 2 shows  nk(t) in the full Brillouin zone
Ex fugiat hamburger, short loin deserunt tri-tip sirloin
ea pancetta pariatur tongue prosciutto capicola pig. Cow
sirloin ut, aliqua velit do meatball ut occaecat turducken.
Venison cow ut, exercitation consequat aute corned beef
shankle swine capicola ut esse elit biltong. Flank pas-
trami est, shankle pariatur pancetta elit dolore consequat
ribeye pork loin cillum swine ut ham hock. In m atloaf
velit, ut shank drumstick ad short loin sed pork chop jowl
prosciutto ea turkey aliquip.
Jerky pastrami commodo veniam, ribeye non fugiat
irure aliqua pig boudin pancetta. Velit adipisic ng swine
pancetta, pariatur anim shank. Pork loin commodo pork
belly, t-bone tail kielbasa cillum venison dolor aute. Beef
ribs ut mollit, eiusmod tenderloin aliqua velit brisket
hamburger leberkase. Qui ut ut kielbasa nisi, cow spare
ribs ed duis dolor capicola brisket. Short ribs chuck la-
bor s, do bacon cupidatat beef jerky venison. Proident
biltong in, in nulla irure mollit.
Sunt aute ex, tri-tip ea aliqua labore dolore pork belly
in tenderloin in voluptate culpa. Ut sunt incididunt
minim, sausage laboris esse qui fatback pork belly ad.
Boudin adipisicing ground round leberkase ut. Bresaol
ribeye spare ribs cow boudin excepteur, fatback andouille
nisi cupidatat exercitation swine brisket ham hock. An-
douille excepteur ham hock consectetur consequat kiel-
basa, ut non do sirloin prosciutto eu.
Ea kielbasa turkey sed, chuck et do proident ull mco
pastrami. Prosciutto bresaola esse mollit do, voluptate
sirloin ex capicola pork laboris veniam. Flank leberkase
in nostrud, tri-tip pig short ribs. Labore drumstick eu et
biltong tail, spare ribs kielbasa adipisicing duis in inci-
didunt shank.
Sint bresaola ham hock strip steak reprehenderit ball
tip enim cillum ton ue. Pancetta turducken ham hock
frankfurter strip steak boudin, rump ball tip tenderloin
⇤cia tongue fugiat mollit. Id spare ribs tail turducken
brisket, beef boudin biltong shoulder dolore pariatur de-
serunt t-bone exercitation ad. Sed ham hock minim esse,
strip steak shankle pig aliqua. Consect ur no ud d -
serun excepteur et swine. Esse non pancetta, consecte-
t fatback ham do. Occaecat culpa iusmod, strip steak
pork belly ground round qui meatball id sirloin andouil e
jowl.
Meatball aute salami short ribs, enim ea pig aliquip
shankle sint rump meatloaf eiusmod. Fugiat bres ola ut
pig, eiusmod minim laboris. Fatback sunt shoulder tem-
por et labo s. O⇤cia in ididunt sunt, pork chop laborum
cow brisket short loin quis capicola c sequat shoulder
nisi. Turkey eiusmod pork quis sint. Pork chop ex irure
ut, non dolore boudin pancetta ribeye quis chuck.
Cillum pariatur co ned beef sirl in. Dolor do venison
occaecat duis pariatur ll mco, beef beef ribs. Chuck
ullamco ut labor dolore reprehe derit. Leberkase beef
jerky shank dolore tempor.
Pork chop deserunt rump, shankle biltong occaecat est
cow do. Duis pig tongue ex chuck. Filet mignon tur-
ducken xercitati n, proide deserunt pork loin et aute
corned beef irure. Turkey deserunt venis n shank, tri-tip
veniam eu eiusmod ex culpa exercitation beef oluptat
frankfurter reprehenderit. Sed p k short ribs in boudin
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FIG. 1. a) (Color online) Equilibrium TDMD nk(t) far before the pump arrives. The gray area indicates where quasiparticle
states are occupied. The Fermi surface is sharply defined for the parameters presented (g2 =
√
0.02Vnn, T = 0.04Vnn,Ω =
0.4Vnn). b) Change in the momentum distribution from equilibrium δnk(t) after a pump at t ≈ 4.8τp. The arrow indicates the
direction of the applied electric field.
tions. First, the phonons dissipate the energy delivered to
the electronic system by the pump. Second, after pump-
ing, oscillations related to the phonon frequencies (and
independent of the initial pump parameters) are com-
monly observed in the resulting spectra measured by the
probe.8–11 We will show that both of these features are
clearly seen in the TDMD, and that the oscillation fre-
quencies can be analyzed to extract the underlying dis-
persion, in particular for the unoccupied states. Finally,
we will demonstrate the feasibility of this technique by
studying a model band structure for MgB2.
The paper shall proceed as follows. In Sec. II, we out-
line our method for calculations of two-time Green’s func-
tions on the Keldysh contour. In Sec. III, we present our
results for the TDMD of a model system, and in Sec. IV,
we apply the technique to the case of MgB2 to demon-
strate realistic capabilities of our method to map unoc-
cupied states and their coupling to phonon spectra. A
summary is presented in Sec. V.
II. METHOD
We study a two-dimensional system of electrons cou-
pled to a bath of non-dispersive phonons with frequency
Ω via a constant coupling g (known as the Holstein
model),12.
H =
∑
kσ
((k)− µ)c†k,σck,σ +
∑
q
Ωb†qbq
+g
∑
kqσ
c†k+q,σck,σ
(
bq + b
†
−q
)
(1)
where ck (bq) annihilates an electron (phonon) of mo-
mentum k (q).
While the TDMD is useful independent of the under-
lying model, here we use a band structure motivated
by the transition-metal oxides: a 2D tight-binding (k)
with (next) nearest-neighbor hoppings Vnn and Vnnn =
0.3Vnn, and µ = −1.02Vnn. We use the conventions
~ = e = c = 1. Below, we will report timescales in units
of a characteristic phonon timescale τp = 1/Ω. For exam-
ple, a phonon with an energy of Ω = 10 meV has τp ≈ 0.4
ps. Similarly, there is a characteristic electron timescale
τe = 1/Vnn ≈ 16 fs for Vnn = 250 meV. Although in this
work we will explicitly examine higher energy phonons
for numerical stability reasons, the results below occur
due to the relevant energy scales in the problem, and
will simply be rescaled to lower phonon energies.
To describe the non-equilibrium pump-probe process,
we propagate the system on the Kadanoff-Baym-Keldysh
(Keldysh) contour13, which has been described in detail
elsewhere1,14,15. The non-equilibrium Keldysh formalism
has been successfully used to describe the time evolu-
tion of correlated electrons within dynamical mean-field
theory16–19. The electric field is included through the
standard Peierls’ substitution k → k −A(t), where the
3vector potential A is related to the applied electric field
F via −∂A(t)/∂t = F and we work in the Hamiltonian
gauge.
Within the Migdal limit, we consider the renormaliza-
tion of the electron Green’s function by a single phonon
emission/absorption and ignore the phonon self-energy
(as is done in conventional Migdal-Eliashberg theory).
In this limit, we solve the Dyson equation
Gk(t, t
′) = G0k(t, t
′) +
ˆ
C
dt1dt2G
0
k(t, t1)Σ(t1, t2)Gk(t2, t
′)
with the self-energy Σ(t, t′) = ig2
∑
kD
0(t, t′)G0k(t, t
′),
where G0k(t, t
′) and D0(t, t′) are the non-interacting elec-
tron and phonon Green’s functions, respectively1. The
Dyson equation can be solved by recasting it as a matrix
equation15 or by decomposing into Volterra-type equa-
tions through the Langreth rules20, which is the approach
used here.
III. RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the gauge-invariant TDMD nk(t) =
iG<
k+ ~A(t)
(t, t′ → t) for g = √0.02Vnn, Ω = 0.4Vnn and
at an initial temperature T = 0.04Vnn. Fig. 1 (a) shows
nk(t) at times far before the pump, where the system is
fully described by the equilibrium problem. To clearly
show the changes for the small pump fluences consid-
ered (Fmax ≤ 4Vnn), Fig. 1 (b) shows the change in the
TDMD from equilibrium: δnk(t) ≡ nk(t)−nk(t→ −∞).
We apply a pulse centered at time t = 0 in
the (11) (diagonal) direction of the form A(t) =
(Fmax/ωA) exp(−t2/(2σ2)) sin(ωAt), with a maximum
field strength of Fmax = 4Vnn, a frequency ωA = 2Vnn
and σ ≈ 0.4τp. At the time shown in Fig. 1 (b), the pump
has passed, and the system is relaxing towards equilib-
rium. The C4 symmetry of nk(t) in equilibrium is broken
by the field (which points in the (11) direction as shown
by the black arrow), and this is reflected in the transient
change. In fact, this can be used to emphasize particular
regions of interest in the Brillouin zone. By rotating the
field, the regions exhibiting the largest change in nk(t)
will shift with the field direction, providing access to new
regions by emphasizing the experimental signal near dif-
ferent momenta.
First, we consider the anisotropic redistribution of
quasiparticles as a function of time. In Figure 2 (a),
we show δnk(t) at the momenta indicated in the inset;
the blue (black) momenta have the same energy k but
due to the C4 symmetry breaking have different time
traces (Fig. 2 (b)). From the figure, one can clearly
see that there is a difference in the overall magnitude
of the change at the equivalent momenta (with the same
color). The solid lines are fits to the amplitude of a sim-
ple decaying exponential, where we have taken the decay
constant at a momentum k from the on-shell equilibrium
self-energy 1/τk(ω) = −2Im Σ(ω = k) shown in Fig. 2
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FIG. 2. a) (Color online) Change in the TDMD nk(t) from
the equilibrium value (at t = 0) for the points in the Brillouin
zone indicated in b). Symbols are calculated data points (for
clarity, not all are shown), solid lines are fits to an exponential
decay using a fixed relaxation rate 1/τk = −2Im Σ(ω = k).
c) Real and imaginary parts of the equilibrium self-energy
Σ(ω) for the parameters in a) (g =
√
0.02Vnn, T = 0.04Vnn,
Ω = 0.4Vnn).
(c), as suggested by a recent study21. The remarkable
agreement with the calculated data points confirms that
it is indeed the equilibrium self-energy that controls the
decay rate. Since the equilibrium self-energy is C4 sym-
metric, the anisotropic redistribution in δnk(t) is caused
by the C4 symmetry breaking of the applied pump field.
On top of the decay are oscillations dominated by a
few characteristic frequencies, as often observed in pump-
probe experiments.8–11 These are clearly observed as
rings in δnk(t) shown in Fig. 1, as well as oscillations
in the time traces in Fig. 2 (a). We further emphasize
these in Fig. 3, where we have subtracted the decaying
exponential from several points along the Brillouin zone
diagonal in Fig. 1. From Fig. 3 (a), one can observe
two main features. First, the oscillation frequencies in
the time traces depend strongly on momentum. Sec-
ond, although there is only a single phonon frequency
in our model, several oscillation frequencies can be ob-
served. Figure 3 (b) shows the Fourier transform power
spectrum of the oscillations in Fig. 3 (a). Each curve
has readily visible maxima, in addition to some smaller
structure across the frequency spectrum. For each energy
(momentum) k, the vertical lines indicate the energies
ω = k+Ω and ω = k−W−+Ω, where W− is the energy
at the bottom of the band (at k = Γ).
The temporal dynamics of the Holstein model leads to
this rich physics. The decay and the oscillations observed
are momentum (energy) dependent, and their amplitudes
depend on the electron-phonon coupling, as well as the
applied field. Describing the full temporal dynamics of
nk(t) is complicated, yet we can gain some insight by
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FIG. 3. a) (Color online) Oscillatory part of δnk(t) for k
along (11) at the energies k indicated (offset for clarity). b)
Fourier transform of a). Vertical lines indicate the frequencies
corresponding to the strong oscillations on the unoccupied
side, ω = k + Ω and ω = k−W− + Ω. In both a) and b) the
oscillations on the unoccupied side close to the Fermi level
(blue curves) have been scaled down by 4 for visibility. (see
text for details).
focusing on the times where the pump is off, while the
system is still displaced from its equilibrium configura-
tion. The subsequent relaxation occurs from the new
configuration through the equations of motion. In equi-
librium, the TDMD is balanced by equal rates of in- and
out-scattering; once the pump breaks this symmetry, the
system relaxes back to the equilibrium according to the
dynamics contained within the self-energy and Green’s
functions. In addition to the relaxation, the TDMD os-
cillates at the band energy shifted by the characteristic
energies in the problem (the phonon frequency and band-
width) at which the self-energy is largest. This is shown
analytically at T = 0 in the appendix; the full calculation
requires the numerical methods used here.
At low temperatures, the real part of the self-energy
Σ′ is large and peaked near four frequencies, ω = ±Ω and
ω = W± ± Ω, where W± is the upper (lower) band edge
(see Fig. 3(b)). The resulting nk(t) oscillates at the band
energy k shifted by those frequencies. In principle, all
four frequencies should be observable in the power spec-
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Fourier power spectrum of the oscilla-
tion frequencies along the Γ-M and M-X directions in the un-
occupied Brillouin zone. The two strong peaks in the Fourier
spectra follow the lines corresponding to phonon emission pro-
cesses; a small tertiary line of peaks can be seen at lower fre-
quencies corresponding to a phonon absorption process. The
Fermi surface is shown in green on the base plane.
trum of Fig. 3; however, two frequencies (with the posi-
tive sign above) correspond to phonon absorption, which
is small at low temperatures, and thus the corresponding
peaks in the power spectrum are reduced significantly.
The two strong peaks expected for the unoccupied side
are indicated in Fig. 3 by vertical lines, which agree well
with the observed frequencies, up to a small shift in en-
ergy due to Σ′(ω = 0) which is normally absorbed into
the chemical potential µ. An interesting consequence of
the expected oscillation frequencies is that if one consid-
ers a measurement near the Fermi level, the oscillations
will appear to be strongest at just the phonon frequency
(as in recent tr-ARPES experiments8–11).
The simple dependence of the oscillation frequencies on
the underlying band structure suggests a novel method
to measure the electron dispersion by looking at the oscil-
lations in the TDMD. The oscillations are most clearly
visible in the unoccupied region of the Brillouin zone,
which is exactly the region that traditional methods for
measuring the dispersion have difficulty accessing. By
tracking the oscillation frequencies as a function of mo-
mentum one can directly map out the dispersion. In
Fig. 4, we plot the Fourier transform power spectrum in
the unoccupied portion of the Brillouin zone along the
zone diagonal and zone face. This shows most clearly
the two strong peaks in the Fourier transform associ-
ated with phonon emission, although a weaker line cor-
responding to phonon absorption is also visible below the
two main lines. All three lines, up to the constant shifts
from Σ′(0),W± and Ω, follow the unoccupied dispersion.
Thus, from the maxima in the power spectrum the un-
occupied dispersion can be directly measured.
The high temporal resolution afforded by the neglect of
any frequency information (in contrast with tr-ARPES)
allows these oscillations to be clearly resolved. Further-
more, the oscillations are strongest in the direction of the
5applied field. This gives the method an additional degree
of freedom, where the field direction can be used to select
the momentum cuts of interest. Measuring the TDMD
thus provides complementary information to that gained
from other time-resolved experiments. Additionally, we
have shown that there is a direct connection between the
oscillations in the TDMD and Σ′(ω). This is the comple-
ment to the recent work by Sentef et al.21, where it was
shown that the imaginary part of the self-energy Σ′′(ω)
can be inferred from decay rates in tr-ARPES.
IV. A CASE STUDY: MgB2
The above analysis, applied to theoretical results, can
be applied to experimental results equally well. Here,
the experimental capabilities must be considered. The
salient points to consider are as follows. First, the ex-
perimental time resolution will place an upper bound on
the oscillation frequencies that can be resolved. This
will limit the measurement capability to regions near
the Fermi level; fortunately, this is generally where one
wishes to measure, and thus the experimental resolution
only limits the upper bound of resolvability. Second, ma-
terials have more than a single Holstein phonon mode,
which should be taken into account. In this section, we
repeat the calculations done previously, but for a band
structure appropriate to MgB2.
22 Furthermore, we cou-
ple the electronic system to a distribution of phonons
through a model α2F (ω), which we have constructed
based on experimentally broadened phonon frequencies
calculated from first-principles.23
Fig. 5 shows the model α2F (ω) used in the calcula-
tions. For calculations of the TDMD, we focus on the pi
bonding band of MgB2, along the line ky = 0, kz = 0 of
the band structure
pi(k) =epi + 2t⊥ cos kz
− t′||
√√√√1 + 4 cos ky
2
(
cos
ky
2
+ cos
kx
√
3
2
)
, (2)
where epi = 0.04 eV, t⊥ = 0.92 eV, and t′|| = 1.60 eV,
and the Fermi level is set to 0.22
In principle, the redistribution of quasiparticles during
the pump in a multi-band system is complex; however,
here we focus entirely on the decay of the excitations
after the pump, which are determined by the equilib-
rium, intra-band self-energy. Furthermore, our intent
here is to include realistic material properties to show
that this signal can, in fact, be measured. As such, we
perform the calculations for the pi bonding band only.
Since the self-energy is a priori unknown (unlike in the
model calculation), we have fitted an exponential to the
time traces. The fitted exponential is subtracted from
the time traces, which are subsequently Fourier trans-
formed. The Fourier transform power spectrum is shown
as a false-color intensity map for a cut along the zone
boundary in Fig. 5. The red lines on the plot indicate
the expected oscillation frequencies for a single mode at
Ω = 65 meV, namely (the larger) ω1 = |(k) + Ω| and
(near the Fermi level) ω2 = |(k)+Ω+W |, where W is the
top of the band. Although a full phonon distribution is
included through α2F (ω), the presence of a strongly cou-
pled mode allows for the resolution of a single dispersive
mode, although broadened. The agreement with the pre-
dicted frequencies and the observed ones indicates that
our previous conclusions hold, even in the presence of
multiple phonon modes. The observation that the power
spectrum is dominated by the single broadened mode for
a realistic phonon spectrum justifies the use of a single
Holstein mode previously, as it captures the essential fea-
tures seen here. The final, orange dashed line on the plot
indicates the experimental resolution bound for a probe
resolution of 10 fs.
The further experimental considerations involve
scattering matrix elements, and the distinction between
real and crystal momentum. These issues have been
discussed in some detail (in equilibrium) previously, and
the arguments presented there hold in non-equilibrium
as well.4,24.
V. SUMMARY
We have shown the use of the time-dependent momen-
tum distribution as a novel concept in the understanding
of time-resolved spectroscopy, and non-equilibrium phe-
nomena in general. The decay rates and the oscillations
in the time traces of the TDMD were shown to be directly
related to the underlying equilibrium self-energy. This re-
sult is of importance in time-resolved spectroscopy, where
it has long been assumed that the equilibrium properties
can be studied in a time-resolved experiment. We fur-
ther have shown that the TDMD can be directly mea-
sured by an experiment that only has momentum and
time resolution, such as time-resolved Compton scatter-
ing and energy-integrated time-resolved ARPES. Experi-
mentally, the width of the probe pulse limits the temporal
resolution of the TDMD. However, in many systems of
interest, the features one wishes to investigate lie near
the Fermi level, both above and below. For example, in
the high-Tc cuprates, several features are predicted to
lie within this energy range.25 In other gapped systems,
without the knowledge of the spectra above the Fermi
level it is impossible to correctly assign the gap magni-
tude. Similar effects due to spin fluctuations, phonons,
and other interesting collective and bosonic features lie
at low energy, and are thus accessible by this technique.
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Appendix: Analytic calculation of oscillations
We can explain the oscillations in the TDMD by ex-
amining the equations of motion for the mixed and lesser
Green’s functions at T = 0 (where the state is fully
described without a thermal average). Following the
Langreth rules, we obtain the following Volterra-type
equations20,
[i∂t − h(t)]Grip (t, 0) =
ˆ t
0
dt¯ ΣR(t, t¯)Grip (t¯, τ) (A.1)
Grip (0, 0) = inp
[i∂t − h(t)]G<p (t, t′) =
ˆ t
0
dt¯ ΣR(t, t¯)G<p (t¯, t
′) +
ˆ t′
0
dt¯ Σ<(t, t¯)GAp (t¯, t
′) (A.2)
G<p (0, t
′) =−Grip (t′, 0)∗
where h(t) = (k−A(t)), (k) is the dispersion, and np
is the Fermi function at energy p. The superscripts <
and ri denote the “lesser” and mixed components of the
Green’s function and self-energy, respectively.
In the absence of a driving field or interactions, we
obtain the known results for the mixed and lesser Green’s
functions
Gri0p(t, 0) =inpe
−ipt
G<0p(t, t
′) =inpe−ip(t−t
′)
We are interested in the oscillations of the TDMD after
the pump is off, when the system is out of its equilib-
rium state. Since we are interested in the dynamics, in
lieu of driving the system explicitly with a field, we turn
on the interactions at an infinitesimal time after zero
(t = 0+). By construction, this problem has the same
dynamics as those of the relaxation after driving by a
pump. This, coupled with the approximation of weak
interactions (where we replace the full Green’s function
on the right hand side with the bare one), allows us to
obtain analytic formulae which show the oscillation dy-
namics. We shall consider the change of the equilibrium
7Green’s functions ∆G = G−G0. First, we solve equation
of motion for ∆Gri(t), which we shall need as an initial
condition for the TDMD. ∆Gri(t) has no initial condition
beyond that for the bare Green’s function Gri0 (t).
∆Grip (t, 0) =ig
2np
∑
k
[
nk
(k − Ω− p)2F (−Ω)
+
1− nk
(k + Ω− p)2F (Ω)
]
(A.3)
F (Ω) = e−i(k+Ω)t + e−ipt
[
i(k + Ω− p)t− 1
]
We proceed by similarly solving the equation for the
lesser component. The full expressions are complex, but
can be significantly simplified by considering the case
where t′ → t,
∆G<p (t, t
′) =−Gri(t)∗e−ipt + ig2np
∑
k
[
nk
(k − Ω− p)2F (−Ω) +
1− nk
(k + Ω− p)2F (Ω)−
2 cos [(k − Ω− p)t]− 2
(k − Ω + p)2
]
=2ig2np
∑
k
(1− nk)
[
cos [(k + Ω− p)t]− 1
(k + Ω− p)2 −
cos [(k − Ω− p)t]− 1
(k − Ω− p)2
]
(A.4)
Now, only the integral over the k states remains. We
shall assume that the density of states is flat over the
region we integrate over (and equal to N0), and has band
edges at ±W . This results in integrals of the form
ˆ W
0
dx
cos [(x± Ω− p)t]− 1
(x± Ω− p)2 =
cos [(x± Ω− p)t]− 1
x± Ω− p − tS [(x± Ω− p)t]
∣∣∣∣W
0
(A.5)
Here, S denotes the sine integral. Thus, the two terms
each show two distinct oscillation frequencies, ω = p±Ω
and ω = p± (Ω +W ). Figure 6 shows the change in the
TDMD as the interactions are turned on in an infinite
band. Here, the oscillations occur at p ± Ω, although
those where |p − Ω| is smallest dominate the signal.
In the course of this calculation, a number of approx-
imations were made. Nevertheless, the oscillation fre-
quencies agree with those observed from the full numer-
ical simulations. The inclusion of the correct density of
states, as well as the replacement of the bare Green’s
functions will cause a small shift of the frequencies ob-
served, and a distribution of frequencies centered around
the bare one shown here.
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